We propose an objective, comprehensive, and complexity independent metric for performance evaluation of graphics/text separation (text segmentation) algorithms. The metric includes a positive set and a negative set of indices, at both the character and the character string (text) levels, and it evaluates the detection accuracy of the location, width, height, orientation, skew, string length, and the fragmentation of both characters and strings. Assigning a Segmentation Difficulty (SD) value to the ground truth characters, the performance indices are normalized with respect to the character SD and are therefore independent of the ground truth complexity. The evaluation provides an overall, objective, and comprehensive metric of the text segmentation capability of various algorithms aimed at performing this task.
Introduction
Performance evaluation is a rather new research topic in the field of documentation analysis and recognition (DAR). We view performance as a set of interesting metrics on the output data that an algorithm or a system produces. Usually, these metrics are expressed in terms of the difference between the expected output and the actual output of the algorithm or system. Accepted relevant metrics may help compare, select, improve, and even design new methods to be applied in new systems designed for some specific application.
Performance evaluation has been recognized as an important factor in advancing the DAR research. Most work to date has been done for the performance evaluation of thinning algorithms and line detection algorithms. Haralick [1] has been the first to propose a general approach for performance evaluation of image analysis, with thinning taken as a case in point. Evaluation and comparison of thinning algorithms has also been carried out by Lee et al. [2] , Lam and Suen [3] , Jaisimha et al. [4] , and Cordella and Marcelli [5] . Some of these evaluation and comparison works were done from the viewpoint of Optical Character Recognition (OCR), while the work of Jaisimha et al. [4] is domain independent. Performance evaluation of vectorization and line detection have been reported recently by Kong et al. [6] and Hori and Doermann [7] , and Liu and Dori [8] .
To evaluate the performance of DAR algorithms we need three elements. First of all, we need to know the expected output-the ground truth-so that it can be compared with the actual output-the segmentation results. Therefore, a sound methodology of acquiring the appropriate ground truth data is required. Secondly, Since both the ground truth and the segmentation results consist of many graphic objects, individual comparison of each ground truth to its matching segmented object should be done first. To do this, each ground truth graphic object must first be matched with one or more objects from the segmented objects set. Hence, a sound matching method is needed. Finally, quantitative indices that measure the interesting metrics should be defined uniformly. These three elements-(1) ground truth and segmented graphic objects, (2) matching procedure and (3) metric definitioncomprise a DAR performance evaluation protocol.
Segmentation of text from graphics-rich documents (e.g., engineering drawings), which may also be referred to as graphics/text separation, plays an important role in DAR since it constitutes the basis for correct text recognition-an integral part of DAR. A number of text segmentation algorithms have been developed by Fletcher and Kasturi [9] , Chai and Dori [10] , Gao et al. [11] , Dori and Liu [12] , etc., but the detailed performance of these methods and systems are at best reported by their developers. Frequently, the evaluation is based on perceptual, subjective, and qualitative human vision evaluation. Objective evaluations and quantitative comparisons among existing text segmentation algorithms are not available. This is due to the lack of a protocol that provides for the three elements discussed above: quantitative measurements of interesting metrics, a sound methodology for acquiring appropriate ground truth data, and adequate methods for matching the ground truth data with the segmentation data.
In this paper we propose an objective, comprehensive, and complexity independent performance evaluation protocol for text segmentation algorithms, which is an extension of our line detection algorithm performance evaluation protocol discussed in [8] . The protocol includes a positive set and a negative set of indices, at both the character and the character string (text) levels, and it evaluates the detection accuracy of the location, width, height, orientation, skew, string length, and the fragmentation of both characters and strings. However, the correct character recognition is not included in the protocol. Assigning a segmentation difficulty (SD) value to the ground truth characters, the performance indices are normalized with respect to the character SD and are therefore independent of the ground truth complexity. As we experiment with some typical segmentation errors and the text segmentation results of the Machine Drawing Understanding System (MDUS) [13] , the evaluation provides an overall, objective, and comprehensive metric of the text segmentation capability of various algorithms aimed at performing this task.
The Segmentation Difficulty Indices
DAR algorithms process binary document images to output a set of recognized graphic objects, including text. The purpose of text segmentation is twofold: recognition and layer separation. For recognition, the character box (charbox), which is the minimal area that bounds the character's image, should be found so that the image within it can be input into an OCR module. To ensure the OCR accuracy, the charbox should be bounded such that all the black pixels belonging to the character and only these pixels should be included within it. To improve text understanding at a higher level, all the characters belonging to the same string (word, number, phrase) should also be grouped within a bounding box called textbox. See Figure 1 for illustration of charbox and textbox. The purpose of layer separation is to clear the document image so that only graphics are left for further processing. In this case, the charboxes need not be as precise as they need to be for OCR. Since we focus on the purpose of OCR, our protocol requires that the charbox be precise. Segmentation of text from graphics-rich documents is more complex than that of conventional OCR. Difficulties are due to a variety of factors, including text/graphics mixture; low image quality; handwriting of characters; character connectivity (mainly with nearby graphic objects); and variation in character location (anchor point), orientation, size, font and skew angle. To make the charbox as small and isolated as possible, instead of an upright rectangle, we define the charbox as a slanted parallelogram. Figure 1 illustrates the relevant definitions. The baseline is the text orientation and the side edge is the skew of the font from the text orientation. The charbox center is defined as the crossing point of the parallelogram diagonals.
The ground truth used for performance evaluation of text segmentation algorithms is a set of expected output expressed in the vector form. The ground truth data includes the position, orientation, font style, skew, size (height), width, and character density. Character density is defined as the number of characters per normal character space for a given font. The normal value of character density is 1. If the value is greater than 1, the string is sparse, while if the value is less than 1, it is dense.
The segmentation difficulty (SD) index is an index that expresses the difficulty of segmenting a ground truth character. It depends on two factors. The first has to do with the variation of character font and orientation. We assume that a precise segmentation of a given charter from a slant orientation is more difficult than that from a vertical orientation, which, in turn, is more difficult than that from a horizontal orientation. A skewed font is more difficult to segment than an upright one since the former way include neighboring strokes. The second factor is the character itself. For the same orientation and the same font, small, narrow, wide, short characters, and those with isolated strokes (such as "=", ";", and "%") are more difficult to segment than big, normal width, tall characters, and those with connected strokes. Hence we include the character orientation, skew, width, height, and number of isolated strokes as factors that affect the segmentation difficulty of a character.
The performance evaluation protocol is designed for segmentation of all characters that may appear in graphics-rich documents, and in particular, engineering drawings. The set includes all visible ASCII characters and all the special characters.
We define SD Level (L SD ) for ground truth characters depending on the following factors.
1. Character Connectivity: For each character c, the initial SD level, L SD (c), is set to the number of connected stroke segments, which is 1 for most of characters, 2 for those which have two groups of connected strokes, like "=", ":", etc., 3 for those having three groups of connected strokes, like "≡" and so on.
2. Charbox Width: If the difference between the charbox width of c, W(c), and the normal width (W N ) of the same font is greater than W N /3, L SD (c) is increased by 1. "1", "I", ".", and ";" are examples of characters which are much narrower than the normal width. Similarly, for some fonts, "W" and "M" are much wider than the normal width. 
The Matching of the Ground Truth and the Segmentation
Since the unit of text is character, we first match charboxes. The matching of the ground truth and the segmentation results is based on their overlap area. We adapt the line matching in [8] to handle a pair of a ground truth charbox and a segmented charbox. The two match if their areas overlap at least partially. As illustrated in Figure 2 , the overlap area represents the extent of the matching, as it is used as the weight of the segmentation quality. Given two charboxes, if one's center falls inside the other, they overlap each other. Otherwise, if any one of the four corners of one charbox falls inside the other charbox, they overlap. We match character strings (textboxes) based on their constituent characters' matching results. A pair of a ground truth text and a segmented text is defined as matching if at least a character in the ground truth text matches a character in the segmented text. The overlapping substring is used similar to the overlap area of charboxes. The length (number of the charboxes) of the overlapping substring represents the extent of the string matching. Figure 2 illustrates some cases of matching of charboxes and text, where dotted lines are charboxes and dashed lines are textboxes, gray lines are ground truths and black lines are the segmentation. In Figure 2 (a) a bigger charbox is matched with the ground truth charbox. In Figure 2 (b) a smaller charbox is matched with the ground truth charbox because the its center falls in the ground truth. In Figure 2 (c) a totally different charbox is matched with the ground truth charbox because they intersect. In Figure 2 (d) the vertical textbox is matched with two horizontal textboxes. 
The Performance Indices of Characters and Text
We evaluate the segmentation accuracy on charbox location, orientation, width, height, slant angle, and the text string. The location accuracy is reflected by the overlapping area. Hence we do not evaluate it separately. The character level segmentation performance indices include the basic character segmentation quality, which is the combination of the detection quality of height, width, orientation, and font slant of the character box, and the character segmentation fragmentation quality. The product of the basic character quality and the fragmentation quality is the overall segmentation detection quality.
The string level indices include the basic string segmentation quality, which is the SD-weighted average of its constituent characters' overall detection quality and string segmentation fragmentation quality. Both character level and string level indices are normalized according to the complexity of the ground truth. Segmentation rate and false alarm rate are calculated from these indices. 
The Charbox Segmentation Quality of the Charbox Overlap
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(7) Since a single ground truth character may be segmented as several charboxes, its segmentation quality is defined in terms of two elements. The first element is the character's Basic Quality (Q b (g)), which is the area size weighted sum of the charbox segmentation qualities of the overlapping area between the ground truth charbox and each of its segmented charboxes. The second element is the Fragmentation Quality (Q fr (g)), which indicates how fragmented the segmented charbox is with respect to the ground truth charbox. Denote by S(g) the set of the segmented charboxes that (fully or partially) overlap ground truth charbox g. Let k be an element of S(g) and let A(a) be the size of any area a. The Basic Quality of ground truth charbox g is defined as
where, k∩g is the virtual overlapped charbox of k and g, and A(k∩g) is its size. Q fr (g) is defined in Equation (10) as the average of the squared overlapping charbox size, such that the more equally broken the segments are, the smaller is the Fragmentation Quality.
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The total charbox segmentation quality of g is defined as
( ) ( ) ( ) = (10) Similarly, the total charbox segmentation quality of s is defined as
where, G(s) is the set of the ground truth charboxes that (fully or partially) overlap segmented charbox s, and k is an element of G(s).
Consider a matched pair of a segmented string s and a corresponding ground truth string g. Let the substring which consists of all g's characters that have matched character in s be STR G (g∩s), the substring which consists of all s's characters that have matched character in g be STR S (g∩s), and L(str) be the length of a string str. The ground truth text quality of STR G (g∩s), (Q(STR G (g∩s)) is the average of the charbox segmentation quality defined in Equation 10 and the segmented text quality of STR S (g∩s), (Q(STR S (g∩s)) is the average of the charbox segmentation quality defined in Equation 11 . 
The Text Segmentation Rate
Like charboxes, textboxes may also have segmentation fragmentation/combination. The segmentation quality of a ground truth character string is therefore defined in terms of two elements. The first element is the string's Basic Quality (Q Tb (g)), which is length weighted average of the ground truth text qualities of the overlapping substring between the ground truth string and each of its segmented string, with the weight being the length of the overlapping substring. The second element is the Fragmentation Quality (Q Tfr (g)), which indicates how fragmented the segmented string is with respect to the ground truth string. Denote by S(g) the set of the segmented strings that (fully or partially) overlap ground truth string g. Let k be an element of S(g) and let L(a) be the length of any string a. The Basic Quality of ground truth string g is defined as
where, k∩g is the virtual overlapped charbox of k and g. Q fr (g) is defined in Equation (17) as the average of the squared overlapping string length, such that the more equally broken the string are, the smaller is the Fragmentation Quality.
The total ground truth string quality of g is defined as
The Text Segmentation Rate of the entire document is the string length weighted average of the ground truth string qualities of all ground truth text in the document (
Missegmentation Rate
Similarly, denote by G(s) the set of the ground truth strings that (fully or partially) overlap the segmented string s, the Basic Quality of segmented string s is defined as
The Fragmentation Quality of segmented string s is defined as
The total segmented string quality of s is defined as
Since the segmented string quality of s reflects the degree of s being a correct segmentation, 1-Q T (s) therefore reflects the degree of s being a false alarm (missegmentation). Hence, the missegmentation quality of s is defined as The combined Text Segmentation Index is
(25) where β is the relative importance of segmentation and missegmentation. β is originally set as 0.5 to assign equal importance to segmentation and missegmentation, as used in the experiments in this paper. However, they may be set with other values in the performance evaluation of some task-specific systems. For instance, β can be set smaller to give higher importance of the false alarm if the reliability level rather than the level of the segmentation is more critical. With appropriate values of β, the combined indices give quantitative performance evaluation. The higher the combined indices, the better the algorithm. "E" "A" "1" "=" "AB" "7.5″" "W"; "BC" "20"; "E-E" STRG(g∩s) "E" "A" "1" "=" "AB" "7.", "5″" "W"; "BC" "0"; "-" 
Experiments and Conclusion
We use the protocol to evaluate some typical cases of segmentation errors, illustrated in figures 2 and 3. We calculate the charboxes of ground truth characters if we know only the font size, skew, orientation, and location. The bounding boxes of ground truth strings are calculated as the union of their charboxes. The performance evaluation result is shown in Table 1 , in which the attributes and their detection performance of both the ground truth and the segmentation, at both the charbox level and the textbox level, are listed. We have also used the protocol to automatically evaluate the text segmentation performance of MDUS [13] with four big test drawings, one of which is shown in Figure 4 . The original image and the ground truth textbox data are obtained from the web site of the graphics recognition contest [14] . The evaluation results are listed in Table 2 . As we show in Table 1 , the protocol is comprehensive in the sense of both the character set and the segmentation performance indices. It covers all characters that may appear in this kind of document and consists of many indices from a variety of aspects. Experiments also show that the performance index set is objective and comprehensive, compatible with human vision evaluation, as shown in Table 2 . That is, that performance value that is given to a segmentation result by this protocol is approximate to the value that a human professional or a group would give to the same segmentation result. Although the values may be differently given by different professionals, the difference should be small. For instance, if one evaluate a result as good, the protocol should give the evaluation value of around 0.8. From Table 2 , which shows that the average TSI of the four test drawings is about 0.6, we know that the text segmentation performance is merely fair. However, further research and experiments are still needed to fine tune the parameters involved so that it can be widely used as a standard performance evaluation protocol for text segmentation algorithms. 
